
   The Visionary Messenger
 
   Immortal Soul Line V
   I Speak So That You Might Know Truth!

   Emissary of Esoteric Messages

Visionary Messengers descend from an elite line of ethereal beings who excel in 
prophecy and clairsentience. These ancient, shining spirits create and maintain the 
collective consciousness that unites us all. Those who originate from this Soul Line 
serve as spiritual liaisons and inspired ambassadors. They link the creative origin of 
the universe with its offspring by sharing symbolic visions and insightful messages.



 Because these souls have such an innate 
grasp of archetypes and symbols, they’re 
able to translate the smallest of signs and 
omens into meaningful messages. They 
can read and interpret words and visual 
cues that others can’t even see. 

When properly attuned, they’re able to 
hear and decode the faintest of sounds. 
These observations are often absorbed 
at subconscious levels. These subliminal 
codes become the basis for the prophecy 
and wisdom that define this Immortal Soul 
Line.

Located at the throat, the fifth chakra 
upholds and charges the energy of these 
Messengers. Just as the bards of old, they 
share their stories through voice, song, 
poetry, and the written word. 

A royal blue light spins out from this ener-
gy center as the Visionary speaks. It encir-
cles the words like soft satin ribbons and 
caresses the curious minds of those willing 
to listen



A Visionary Messenger not only receives information from other dimensions but 
feels compelled to pass that knowledge along. Throughout history we’ve dealt with 
these elusive Messengers in a variety of ways. Too many times, our most talented 
seers have been burned at the stake, ridiculed into oblivion, or otherwise squelched. 
Prophecy and esoteric truths can be hard to hear. For that reason, many who come 
from these lines hide their gifts.

They close off their extra-sensory antennae hoping to block the annoying messages, 
and many refuse to speak when they do receive insights afraid of the consequenc-
es. This can cause a multitude of problems. Not only do we lose their insights as we 
fail to hear what they have to say, but they harm themselves by closing down the 
dynamic energy center that nourishes the throat. This block separates their lower 
energy centers from the higher ones and cuts off a positive energy flow.



Do you often sense things be-
fore they happen? Do you have 
night or day dreams that come 
true? Do you feel as if you can 
communicate with beings out-
side of this realm? 

Do you receive “messages” 
from invisible and inaudible 
sources? Do you feel isolated 
and cut off without enough 
effective communication with 
others?

If you relate to these words and 
descriptions, you may find yourself 
feeling most at home among the 
Visionary Messengers. Your spir-
itual gifts may emanate from the 
other-worldly beings who keep our 
reality intact through symbolism 
and interpretation. 

Learn to release your skepticism 
and doubts! Learn how to allow 
your gifts to shine, and you’ll be-
come the wise leader you were 
born to become!



 The Visionary Messenger is my Primary Soul Line!

To Explore Another Soul Line,
Click on an Icon Below.
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